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RADIATION-INDUCED VALORISATION KINETICS FROM.
A SURFACE INTO VACUUM
V. I.Mazhukin,

A.A.Samokhln

Vaporization kinetlos from a surfaoa into vacuum la inves
tigated for various transient heating regimes due to intense ir
radiation of the surfaoa. Ona-dlmausional theoretical modal of
the process includes heat conduction into the aurface, vapor
flux through a Kaudaen layer, and vapor flow without plaSma for
mation, Transient vaporization kinetics turns out to be mere com
plicated than it was assumed previously. Results of numerical
calculations show that there are transient solutions of the non
linear vaporization problem with a constant value of the flow
Mach number II * 1 at the outer edge of the Knudeen layer. Evolu
tion of M depends strongly on variation of radiation intensity.

1

Radiation-induced vaporization process depends essentially on
pressure

p

and temperature

T

distributions in irradiated

substances. If p is greater than a critical value
quid-gas phase transition in the region where T <

for li
T0

than the

vaporization process oan be described with the help of continuous
equation of state /1/. In the case of lower values p <

p0 there

is a sharp vaporization front which separates liquid and vapor
states. At this front usual conservation laws for mass, momentum,
and energy fluxes are supposed to hold as well as some other re
lations which describe noneauilibrium vaporization kinetics.
For

collisionlesG vapor flow the mass flux across the phaee

transition front is given by a wall-known formula
i

( 1)

where

sure corresponding to the surface temperature

and K ~ k / m

is the gas constant. Relation (1) follows straightforwardly from
an assumption that vapor distribution function at the evaporating
surface has a Maxwellian form and there are no baoksoattered partides, Sxpreesicme for momentum and energy fluxes cars bo obtained
in the same manner. However, these three relations sre incompati
ble with hydrodynamic express!one for the fluxes so that in colli-

sional regime baokscsttered particles should be taken into account.
With the

help of some assumptions

da nonequilibrium distri

bution function / ? ./ in refs. /3*4/ expressions for vapor flow pa
rameters in terms of p_

and T„ were obtained in the case when

the flow Mach number ...just outside the Wmdaon layer is equal to
unity.

- aThe ease a

w1

corresponds to veporiahtion into vacuum or

low-pressure external atmosphere.

If the external pressure is

not small compared to pg then M i l .
netics with M i

Stationary vaporisation ki

1 is investigated in many papers / 5- 10 / with

the help of various approaches. Ah example of the modal approach
is described in some details in Appendix A.
It should be mentioned that the external gaa pressure is
not the only reason for decreasing of U. If the surface tempera
ture varies too fast the value of M does not remain constant du
ring transient vaporization tram the surface into vacuum because
previously evaporated mass plays the dame role as external gas
atmosphere.
Vaporisation kinetics can also be affected by plasma forma
tion in vapor flow /10-12/. Decreasing of radiation intensity at
the absorbing Surface due to plasma formation is investigated In
msny papers / 1 3 .14 A

while little attention is payed to plasma

effect on vaporisation kinetics.
In this paper evolution Of M is

investigated for various

transition regimes of surface vaporiaatidn into Vacuum sustained
by intenss irradiation of the surface below plasma fotmation thre
shold. Shis problem is important far several reasons.
She value of M characterizes henequilibriuffl properties of
the vaporisation process. She case M*

0 corresponds to phase

equilibrium while it >■> 1 muse flux

J

tum flux (raooil pressure}

j^r -

0.55

a 0.82

J\

j0

and momen

have respective

ly their maximum and minimum values.
If the relation to = 1 holds during vaporization process
then the behaviour of the condensed phase is independent of
the exterior vapor flow. In this case the vaporization problem
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tor

condense

phase reduces to one-phase version of the Stephan

problem, the surfaoe temperature Tg being a slowly changing
i

function of the vaporization front velocity /15/. Such an approach

'

is widely used for description of radiation-induced vapo

rization process below plasma formation threshold / 16 - 23 /.
Evaluation of M

is essential also in the vaporization front

stability problem / 2 2 ,23 /. The vaporization Burface wan be dras
tically affected by perturbations in exterior vapor flow when
M

<

1. This situation has much in common with the stability

problem of subsonic combustion front

which was discussed a long

time ago. by G.Darrlsus and L.Landau /24/.

As it is stated in /24/, the combustion is unstable in tbe
theory while a stable behavior of the front 1b very often observed
experimentally. This disagreement is discussed in many papers
/S4,25/ and will not be dealt with here.
In the Darrieus-Landau theory a dispersion ralation for
small psrturbatione

f) ~ P'f.pfjlt + ikX )

at ths burning

liquid surface is as follows

si1+ inkr
whore

(f

-

yJvv

+

k

is the surface tension and

U

=

o

is the gass flow

velocity, the gas density being supposed negligibly small com
pared to the liquid density

. Eq (2) means that deformation

of the combustion front (which coincides with liquid surface) re
sults in the recoil pressure modulation

f r f B

+ ftVJtt 1 -J ± V Ill'll

Such pressure reaction gives rise to augmentation of the

^

I

-

(

4 -

surface perturbations.
Under the condition U * 1 recoil pressure response to small
and smooth surface perturbations is determined by T . If
9

0 re-

mains constant then instead of (3 ) and (2 ) one has

pr = (TkH
J2 2 + J 2

(4 )

,

kV+ <rk>/pe = o

(5)

In contrast to eq.(2) in eq.(5) there is no term which gives rise
to unstable behavior of the surface perturbations.
To clarify the difference between these two cases let us con
sider an equation for the pressure perturbations in the vapor
flow

where

2 -axis is normal to unperturbed vaporisation front 2 a o

and U c Is the sound velocity. For two-dimensional pressure per
turbations

p

+(kx. - A 3 )

k2( U 2~Utl ) - 2SLl*\

=

-t-

from (6 ) it follows

UL2k z - 0 )

( ? )

[JlH ud&'L+u?kz~u1Kl $ Jf U-Uc) \
±

where for a given wave number K

0

parameters

St

(0>

and A

should be determined from a linearized version of hydrodynamio
equations.
At // £<
the value

^

Uc

eq.(

8 ) gives

X

1 ,^=* ±K * In this oaS9 only

= K is used in expression for pressure perturba-
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tions /84/• If

Uc

>0

then

i-.JL.j_M*2 JI
Now both Talusa of
M a i parts of

X,

A

v
^

'

A

_

LfrJ ^

U-IU

t9>

7a

should be taken into account because
and

have the aarac signature.
\ = A ,

In ref,/86/ only the value
for p

*

is used in expression

, Such form of the solution is valid in subsonic regime

and cannot be used in the case when U ~ U C ■> 0.
Solution of eq.(6) given by linear combination of exponents
with J\ *"

ani* X =Aj,ne,(^s an e*ti’a boundary condition which

cannot be obtainod in the framework of linear analyeis. The same
question also arises in one-dimensional perturbation problem
which is discussed in Anpendix 0

.

In some cases the relation !d = 1 can be probably used as an
additional boundary condition /2 2 ,23/ though its applicability
limits are not known. This question is closely connected with non
linear properties c f hydrodynamic equations.
The

Mach number drops from its maximum value H=«1 if Ts

diminishes so fast that ps (

Ts j

decreases faster than the recoil

pressure. It is evident that a sudden interruption of vaporisa
tion process has the same affect on the vapor flow as that pro
duced by an extraction of piston fror; a gas atmosphere with velo
city t l —14^. In the latter case initial gas pressure on the piston

P
At

drops abruptly to lower value

j) =

aq. 10 gives

beoause the recoil pressure

pt
n

P■
n/'t-¥

= 0.13Z p

( 10)

0 .0 2 1 ns

- 0.0495p r

=•. ( i + ) - f ij7) p

and

H

=1.

6 -

ps

Thus, a sudden drop of
to the value
the Mach number to zero. For deeper drop

pt ps

■ 0.027
drives
condensation pro

cess begins at the surface which will not be considered here.
In ref.27 O.J.Knight has analyzed transient surface vaporiza
tion numerically on the basis of theoretical model which includes
transient heat conduction into the surface, vapor flux through
a Knudaen layer at the surface, and transient one-dimenaional
flow of vapor into the surrounding vacuum without plasma forma
tion. The examples are given for aluminium and only the case of a
top-hat absorbed radiation intensity is considered. It is conclu
ded

in /27/ that the Khudsen layer attached to the surface tends

to be choked when the absorbed intensity is constant or increasing
and unchoked when the intensity is decreasing, the vaporization
problem being fully coupled in the latter cawe.
However, this conclusion cannot be applied to different re
gimes of radiation-induced vaporization. As it is shown in the
present paper evolution of M is more sophisticated in other cases.

A theoz’atical model is essentially the same as in /27/

(11)

(13)

7

|

'

+PTil

<r*>’ e, I f

JM. + 3
vi
it
n

r^ ' ^

]

l

(14)

tT1

+ liv ?

■»,r

* " •£

'/>

p=ffiT} pr =ji * I

3

(15)

0<? ^

(

fa pr ['1

16 )

where common notations are used. Numerical calculation of the
system (11-16) is carried cut with the help of iteration proce
dures described in /28/. Details of the calculation procedures
will be published elsewhere.
Figs.1 and 2 show that switch out of the absorbed radiation
intensity J —

Ts

t = t9

at

saturation pressure p-t '
to A'7/> however, at

results in ranid droo

of the

/'5 j nnd the Mach number M. In contrast

J, = 10 M W A m ^

and

t c => 1

S

^

the

Mach number does hot reach zero value and begins to increase
after the minimum /f

= 0.12 is reached at

ai -

' t —t'<,

= 48 ns.

This difference is probably due to seme numerical reasons, In
particular, an excessive enlargement of time step in the calcu
lation gives rise to decreasing of

.

nx.amplea of evolution of

and

M

for various step-

like and smooth decreasing of the absorbed intensity are shown
in Fig..? and 4. The drop

of M becomes vanishingly small at small

changeu of I.
at /j »
For

J»

1

If I

■ Jo

drops to 1

» 10 MW/m1"

»

fI

0 = 0.95.7,

1 Q~*.

than U remains constant with an aooursoy up to
» 5 MW/em2 ,

to»

1 and

2pa

whan

■ 40,5 and 70.6

respectively, M is oonatant with tha aataa accuracy if

^

■=

iar

0 ,8 .

From Fig.4 It Is also seen that tha ohange of M is dslayad with res
pect to decreasing

if I

and

j)^

. Fig.5 shows evolution of

ps

M Induced by intensity modulatio
1'~ 20 t)%
, imposed at the absorbed intensity I0= 5 Mtf/cm2
at t "9 t
~o » 2 y^s. The Each number deviates from unity only
after an appreciable decreasing of I and F M « 1 - 11 remains po
sitive even during increasing I. Svolution of H depends strongly
on modulation parameter Q , At
Ci • 0.5 T M is of the order
of surface temperature variation ¥Ts/T$
and rapidly diminishes
at lower values of Q , so that
5" M < 10 ~^ at g » 0 .2 . Ih
the case pf Gaussian pulse If
t)^lo p^p(~^ /T’7)^ < *=
and

(Fig.6 )
re

TM

<

<

1 0 '4 when

Io= 28 Mf/cm 2 and saturation pressu

22 bar. Such a behaviour of

T il eupports a sugges

tion that the Mach number can be constant in some time-dependent
vaporization regimes.
The results obtained in this paper reveal a rather complica
ted nature of transient vaporization kinetics which is due to
nonlinear properties of hydrodynamio equations. Linearized ver
sion of the vaporization problem needs an extra boundary conditi
on at the outer edge of the Knudsan layer. For this purpose the
relation M »

1 can be used though its applicability limits are

not well defined. Numerical calculations show that the relation
M -

1 holds for a variety of transient vaporization regimes in-

- 9 -

dueed by time-dependent radiation intensity striking on a metal
surfaoe in vaouum.

At a large evaporation rate the vapor near the phase inter
face is fiat in translational equilibrium which is restored by
collisions between particles in a region adjacent to the surface.
This Knudsen layer region can be considered as a gasdynamic dis
continuity provided a mean free path is small enough.
It is usually supposed that evaporated particles are described
by a Maxwellian distribution function
velooity,

7^

(T^) being

and

HS^0(T^) with

zero mean

the surface temperature and

saturation ooncentration, while backseattered particles ore des

J-(UtT/ ,which is propor
tional to a Maxwellian function h^-[U,Tj with vapor concentration
ft , mean Velocity U , and temperature T / 6/. Parameters r
>
U , and
T are expressed in terms of ftj , /£ , an<* fl with
cribed by a distribution function

y3

thB help of three conservation lav/B for mass, momentum and energy
fluxes at the gasdynamic discontinuity. In this model
ses from

1 to 6.3 as

U

p

increa

increases from zero to a sonic value / 6/.

In such a treatment an exact form of nonequilibrium distribu
tion function remains unknown. For this reason it is useful to
oonsidir other approximations which result in different expres
sion for mass, momentum and energy fluxes on nonequilibrium vapor
flow.

*
In ref,/ 8/ (see also /to/) the following expressions for the

fluxes ars used

IvnU —j

-

Jo ( i~ J$ )

(AI)

10 -

hkT +mnU* = pr = 0,Sf>s(l+p)
(A2)

kT

where
and

€J ie
pr -p%

-* wW 2 = 2<r

(A3)

the energy flux. In equilibrium
. In contraat to / 6/

y3

in

Jl

* 0,

J

■ 0,

(AI), (A2) decreases

as the evaporation rate increases. According to (AI)f (A2), there
is a relation between mass and momentum fluxes

J^ljod-pr/lV

(A4)

Prom (AI)-(A3) it follows a quadratic equation for
with a solution

u--~ r TPr (l£ jPr2
_

In (A5)

U

i~

-

0

,
/ 64

if

j

<•0

r

'

1/

4
(A5)

while maximum velocity value is

given by an expression

(A6)

which coincides with the Sound velocity
raonoatomie vapor as it

Uc— V^/cT/$Y*
U—Ur .

If for the sake of simplicity it is supposed that <T
then

in

1 b seen from (A3) at

ftf/2

eq.(A1)-(A3) give

MUm/2 j
w 7 z

1 *

)
z/'d+mv

it

(A7)

' It

where

This model approach reaults in relatively simple expressions
for gaadynamic parameters which give approximately the same nume
rical values as in / 6/.

Appendix B
Linear response of steady-state vapor flow to the surface
temperature modulation

Jj ~

exp//W'J

is described by li

nearized version of the system (15)

PI

It
21 U-V) t
where

u

p)Ujp , 5’

hV

V

U<l(L

p - fipe+pa'^t-y^i)
ot

_

u m

are small deviations from the cor

responding steady-state values. At

Such a form

,, 'AS

.l 1R
f

'b i
and

,

ft + l/ -u - 0

/ "» f
'V.

from (B1) it follows ^

;

the expression for

p

a

,=

Aq
K+U<-

(B 2 )

correaponds to that

used in / 24 ,26/.
Instead of eq.(13,14) now it is more convenient to describe
vaporization kinetics with the help of relations

• p = f > ( T S t H)

,

which give after linearization

U ~ U ( T S ) H)

(B3)

The same proce dure g i v e s f o r
71/ 7~:‘
? rs i

1/

1/
(B5)

/u'
■fA M

From (B2), (84) and (B5) It .follows

// (\1,

2>l/ _ JL I E
T

_

H f Vt

p ( M 4 lV.m l£ )
r <V} 'f>Ty fUc ? 7} /

{/« U one
< 1 ~ M <<J
\

Taking into account that
(BG ) in the limit

H
Kq.(B7) means

'm

(B6)

obtains from (A7) and

J±.(L Is r
3. r )
m i {f>p<
that p
\ ft,~f$/Ts beoause 'T^C^p^/pi^Ts ~~

(B7)

-

If the difference 1 - M becomes negative then the peootiR

~ ~hi#•)

term which is proportional to

},j —lUiltJ-llr)

P(

i

•

with

should be taken into account in (B2). Now

as well as

//

and

7^

~

p

auii

are linearly independent -and an

extra boundary condi tion is needed to determine 'the .solution
o'f (B1). As it is shown in thiB paper in some cases “Wre -ueiation

■pj —

at M w

1 can be used for this purpose.
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fig.2. IQ= 10(1) and 5(2) MW/c.„ . i

.5(1) and 2(2) ^ia.
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Pig.3. Evolution of pg ( 1*2) and M(l',2'),

» t - tQ , in the

case of etep-like intensity decreasing I « ql0 ,
and 0.9(2), IQ- 10 MW/cm2 , tQ»

1 /us.

1“

0 .8 ( 1 )

- 1? -

Fig,4. Evolution of Pg(1,'2) and B( 1 ,2') during smooth intaneity
daci-easlng I « I^eacpt- At/ T

I0« (0 ltSl/wP, T

),

» t - tQ, tQ* 0.3 yua,

“ 2 5 0 ) ahd 50(2) ns.

18 -

Kvolauioa of Pg(t,2) acd 25(1 ,2 ) induced by intensity
modulation I / I 0» D

- §ein(?.T * t / r }] £1* r 2 * ) .

I 0“ 5 WT/cm2 , t 0* 2 /US,

r

a

i » t - i ,

- 20 u s , a * 0 . 3 ( J ) and 0 . 5 ( 2 ) -

- 1t* -

fig. 6
intensity pulse I/I0= eip(-t2 /t: 2 )(3),
IQ=. 3Q(t) and 25(2) MW/cm2 .

V

»

10 ns,

